Grammar

Answer Numbers 1 through 10 on your Answer Sheet. Choose the best answer for each question.

1. Which of the underlined words in the sentence below is a singular noun?
   
   When the twin volcanoes erupted, they threw ashes into the sky and onto the plants.

   A. volcanoes  
   B. ashes  
   C. sky  
   D. plants

2. Which of the underlined words in the sentence below is a singular noun?
   
   The boss took her notes into all of the meetings she attended on Wednesdays.

   F. boss  
   G. notes  
   H. meetings  
   I. Wednesdays

3. Which of the underlined words in the sentence below is a singular noun?
   
   There were five deer grazing near the trees when they heard voices by the river.

   A. deer  
   B. trees  
   C. voices  
   D. river

4. Which of the underlined words in the sentence below is a singular noun?
   
   The stories in the newspaper were about our brave firefighters and police officers.

   F. stories  
   G. newspaper  
   H. firefighters  
   I. officers

5. Which of the underlined words in the sentence below is a singular noun?
   
   The men and women in the camp worked together to put up the tents.

   A. men  
   B. women  
   C. camp  
   D. tents

6. Which of the underlined words in the sentence below is a plural noun?
   
   In the spring, the shepherd took his sheep up the hill to a large field.

   F. shepherd  
   G. sheep  
   H. hill  
   I. field
7 Which of the underlined words in the sentence below is a plural noun?

Some **people** came to the **school** and left a **donation box** by the front **door**.

A. people  
B. school  
C. box  
D. door

8 Which of the underlined words in the sentence below is a plural noun?

The **city's lights** shone brightly on the **horizon** last **night**.

F. city's  
G. lights  
H. horizon  
I. night

9 Which of the underlined words in the sentence below is a plural noun?

The **mice** enjoyed eating the **cheese** as their **snack** for the **day**.

A. mice  
B. cheese  
C. snack  
D. day

10 Which of the underlined words in the sentence below is a plural noun?

**Tess** tried to collect different colored **leaves** for her **project**, but she did not have any **luck**.

F. Tess  
G. leaves  
H. project  
I. luck